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This Hot Air Balloon Crew Training Scheme is designed and administered by the BBAC. All
materials remain the property of the BBAC.

The use of the training scheme and all its materials is free to
BBAC Members and the materials may be down-loaded from
the BBAC website by BBAC members for their own use in
training as Hot Air Balloon Crew.

© British Balloon and Airship Club 1999, 2004, 2005, 2010, 2020
Short extracts may be used in commercial publications provided the source is acknowledged

Amendment Record:
Edition 3.0 (Website Version) – Adam Gorman BBAC Webmaster 27th July 2004
Edition 3.1 (Website Version) – Adam Gorman BBAC Webmaster 15th March 2005
Edition 3.2 – Adam Gorman 19th July 2010
Edition 4.0 – Robin Waite 20 February 2020

This Manual should be considered as a live document. Suggested amendments should be forwarded
to the Crew Training and Qualification Scheme Officer at the address given in Aerostat and on the
BBAC Website.
Note:
Balloon Crew Log Books, which may be used in association with the Crew Training and Qualification
Scheme, may be obtained from:
BBAC Crew Training and Qualification Scheme Co-ordinator - address given in the latest Aerostat or on
the BBAC Website.
Cameron Balloons – St John Street, Bedminster, Bristol, BS3 4NH
Tel: 0117 963 7216
Zebedee Balloon Service – Hayward Cross, Hungerford, Berkshire, RG17 0QD Tel: 01488
681527
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Section 1: Introduction
General, Responsibilities, Basic Safety
1.1

General

1.1.1 It was in a hot air balloon that man first flew. During the 200 years since that first flight, balloon
and airship pilots have relied on skilled crews to assist them to complete enjoyable and safe flights.
1.1.2 The BBAC Crew Qualification Scheme is a voluntary scheme, designed to recognise the skills
of existing crews, to provide standards for newcomers and to promote an accepted standard of
excellence that will be recognised world-wide.
1.1.3 This manual details the agreed standards for crew duties and may be used by all BBAC
members. All members are encouraged to use the manual not only as a training resource, but also
in order to qualify under the BBAC Crew Qualification Scheme.
1.1.4 Three levels of qualification are available, BBAC Crew, BBAC Senior Crew, and BBAC Crew
Master. The requirements of each qualification are detailed in Annexe A of this manual.
1.2

Responsibilities

1.2.1 At all times during the preparation for flight, the flight, and post flight operations of a balloon,
the Pilot, known as the P1 (Pilot in Command), has a responsibility for the safety of the crew,
passengers, onlookers, the general public and equipment.
1.2.2 The Crew is responsible to the Pilot, and will carry out tasks allocated by the Pilot or Crew Chief, to
assist in the safe preparation of the balloon for flight.
1.2.3 Once the balloon has taken off, the Crew Chief designated for that flight assumes responsibility
for the safety of the ground crew engaged on the retrieve. This responsibility continues until the
Crew Chief has received a face to face briefing from the Pilot following the landing.
1.2.4 There is a clear hierarchy of rules that govern all and that is true of ballooning. This is: 1. The law, particularly aviation law of the country in which the aircraft (balloon) is registered
and the law of the land in which the aircraft (balloon) is operating. In the UK “The Air
Navigation Order” is the first place to start.
2. The manufacturers instruction in how the aircraft should be operated. In ballooning this is
always the “Flight Manual” which is specific to each individual aircraft (balloon).
3. Good practice as declared by the “Declared Training Organisation” for the type of aircraft.
In the case of ballooning in the UK this is the BBAC.
This manual and the BBAC training scheme comes under item 3 (above) and as such gives way to
the law and the balloon manufacturer’s Flight Manual, where differences occur.
It is a good idea to get hold a copy of the Flight Manual for any balloon you crew for regulary and
have a read. Some manufacturers make these manuals available free, on-line. Under EASA the
balloon operator must make a copy of the Flight Manual for the balloon available in the basket or
the retrieve vehicle.
Balloonists often say that every pilot “likes to do things differently”. This was certainly true in the
early days of ballooning. As Flight Manuals have become more comprehensive, and the main
manufacturers equipment remarkably similar, there is a lot less scope for individual variations in
operations. The BBAC has long sought to standardise Pilot and Crew Training, because only by
standardising can we drive standards up. It may be that some variations used by some pilots are no
longer approved, if a crew member sees examples of this considerable tact may be needed to guide
the pilot onto the straight and narrow, but remember the pilot is in command.
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The BBAC Crew Training Scheme is aimed at sport balloonists. All commercial balloon operators
must have their own operation manuals and training programmes. When crewing on a commercial
balloon all crew members must follow the operator’s methods of operation as instructed by the pilot.
The procedures outlined in this manual are aimed at “standard shaped balloons” with “normal” wicker
baskets beneath them. Variations will occur with “cloud hoppers, air chairs, special shapes and other
variants. In all these cases refer to the balloon’s flight manual and be guided by the Pilot-InCommand.
1.3

Basic Safety

1.3.1

Always wear a strong pair of gloves, leather gloves are recommended.

1.3.2 Long sleeved tops and trousers should be worn. Clothing should not be made of synthetic fabrics
that could melt onto the skin in cases of fire emergencies.
1.3.3

Stout shoes or boots are recommended.

1.3.4 Loose clothing and long hair should be fastened so that there is no danger of catching in equipment.
1.3.5

No smoking during preparation, inflation and packing away.

1.3.6 Never allow yourself to be lifted off the ground, even if this means that the balloon equipment is
damaged, or the balloon leaves the ground.
1.3.7 Never wrap ropes attached to the balloon around your body or limbs in such a way that you cannot
let go immediately.
1.3.8 If at any time in doubt, ask the Pilot for advice. If you see anything which you feel may be
important tell the Pilot.
1.4

Retrieve Vehicles

Throughout this manual there are references to retrieve vehicles and trailers. Traditionally we have all
been allowed to tow trailers as part of our “normal” car driving licence. Changes in the law mean that
anyone who passed their car driving test after 1 January 1997 have these privileges severely restricted.
The law is complex and readers are advised to do their own research. However the basic facts are: Anyone who passed their car driving test after 1 January 1997 is restricted to a vehicle of maximum
weight (Maximum Authorised Mass or MAM) of £3,500kg and a trailer of less than 750kg. A trailer of
greater than 750kg may be towed if the total weight of the tow vehicle and trailer (Gross Train Weight)
is less than 3,500kg. To drive larger vehicles or tow a larger trailer a separate “Trailer Test” known as
a B + E test must be passed. For clarity simply look at the back of your (photocard) licence at the groups
authorised. (Source – UK Government Website).
If you look under 40, and are towing a trailer, expect to be stopped by the police for a check.
Many younger balloonists are moving to vans to overcome the problems with these changes in the law
but don’t forget to check with your vehicles insurer about carrying propane.
Trailer towing and the law do not form part of the BBAC Crew Training but any crew member should be
aware of their legal privileges to tow in case they are asked to drive a retrieve vehicle with a trailer.
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Section 2: Flight Planning
Weather Forecast : Operating Limits : Take-off Site : Maps : Bringing the Crew Together :
Emergency Retrieve Number : Retrieve Book
2.1

Weather Forecast

2.1.1 The first consideration when planning a balloon flight is the weather conditions that will prevail
during the flight period. Wind speeds on the surface and at altitude, visibility and the likelihood of
rain are the prime factors to be considered. Knowledge of the operating limits of the balloon, and
sources of weather information are as important for the crew as well as the pilot.
2.1.2 The BBAC Met. Form (example at Annexe B) should be used to prepare a written
meteorological forecast for the flight. Information to complete the form can be obtained from a
number of sources, many of them advertised in Aerostat, the journal of the BBAC, and other aviation
publications. There are a number of websites that give good forecasts including some specialised
ones for General Aviation.
2.1.3

The sections of the form are provided to complete the following information.
A: Forecast Area - This may be in quite simple terms such as “Midlands”, or “Birmingham
area”.
B: Period - This the period for which the forecast is valid, and should be expressed in local time.
C: General Synoptic Situation - The familiar phrases of all weather forecasts such as : “ A
ridge of high pressure is moving east across the area”
D: Winds - Standard aviation forecasts give wind direction and speed at designated altitudes. A
typical statement may be; “2000 feet, 270, 15 knots, veering, plus 10º.
Translated this means that the wind at 2000 feet altitude is coming from the direction of
270 degrees on the compass (the West), at a speed of 15 nautical miles per hour (since
a nautical mile is longer than a statute mile this means that the wind is a little faster than 15
m.p.h.).
The trend is that the wind will veer that means the direction will change in a clockwise
direction, toward the north in this case. (A backing wind is changing in an anticlockwise
direction, in this case therefore toward the south).
The last figure given is the temperature at the altitude, given in degrees Celsius.
Surface winds are seldom given in aviation forecasts since they are less important to
powered aircraft and are affected by local factors, such as the lie of the land. When they are
given in a forecast they may be expressed as a general terms, such as “North Easterly”.
Speciallised Balloon forecasts often refer to the Gradient Wind as well as the surface wind.
In this case the Gradient wind is the wind at 2000 feet altitude, and will be given as a direction
in degrees (from which the wind is coming) and a speed in knots.
E,F,G: Clouds - Clouds are of many types, and are a good indication of the general situation
of the weather system. The most usual types of cloud are cumulus (Cu.), stratocumulus
(Sc.) and stratus (St.). Cumulus are the individual white fluffy clouds, sometimes quite tall
with a dark base, and can produce showers. Stratocumulus are flatter and tend to bunch
together. When they become flat and appear as a sheet they are known as stratus.
Cloud cover is a measurement of how much cloud there is in the sky. This expressed as
eighths of the sky, (also known as oktas). So 8/8 or eight oktas is a fully covered sky, whilst
4/8 or four oktas is a half-covered sky.
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The base of the cloud is the altitude in feet at which the cloud starts. The tops are the greatest
altitude to which the cloud reaches. Some clouds can reach great heights. Cumulus may
develop into the very high, and extremely dangerous cumulonimbus (Cu.Nb.) storm clouds.
H: Surface Visibility - The heading is slightly confusing since this measurement is of
unobstructed visibility that may only occur at a reasonable height. Visibility distances are
clearly an important part of flight planning both for pilot and crew and are expressed in
kilometres or k.
K: Remarks, Warning, Thermal Activity, Etc. - This may contain anything from a strong wind
warning to details of the availability of the next forecast.
L: QNH - This is a measurement of barometric pressure and will be used to set the altimeter
on the balloon. The code “QNH‟ is part of a series of information codes which go all the way
back to the days of Morse code.
The two of these codes most often heard are QNH (Q Nominal Height) and QFE (Q Field
Elavation). Both are pressure settings in millibars to be applied to the altimeter. QFE refers
to a particular point on the earth, usually an aerodrome runway. An aircraft altimeter set to
an aerodrome QFE will read zero when the aircraft lands on the runway. A clear aid to
landing with safety.
To move from one aerodrome to another, or in the case of a balloon, launch site to a landing
site, it is important to be safe over all of the land in between. In order to do this an average
pressure setting for the region should be set, this is known as the regional QNH. If the flight
is to be conducted under the control of an Air Traffic Control unit, then the QNH issued by
that unit must be used to provide safe separation of all aircraft.
M: Sunrise and Sunset - Given in local time and specific to the area of the forecast. For
private flying, the definitions of dawn and dusk are 30 minutes before sunrise and 30 minutes
after sunset. Flying outside these times is night flying and requires special training and
qualifications.
N: Outlook - Future developments, this will help in the planning of other later flights.
O: Met Station - Issued at -The origin and time of issue of the forecast are important factors in
applying the forecast and ensuring that the forecast is valid.
2.2

Operating Limits

2.2.1 A balloon must not be flown free or tethered in winds of greater than 15 knots on the surface
or if there is any extensive thermic or cumulonimbus activity. Below 3000 feet above ground level
(agl) and outside Controlled Airspace a balloon should have a flight visibility of at least 1500 metres,
be clear of cloud and in sight of the ground. These conditions are known as Visual Meteorological
Conditions, VMC.
2.2.2 There are clear minimum heights at which an aircraft may fly and these are set out in law. In
the UK an aircraft (including a balloon) must remain at least 500 feet clear of any person, animal or
structure, in any direction and a minimum of 1000 feet above any conurbation, except when takingoff or landing. Balloon burners can be very loud and can frighten animals and may cause severe
distress to livestock. For this reason, it is recommended that a balloon should be able to reach 1000
feet agl whilst retaining sight of the ground.
2.2.3 Although it is legal for a private pilot to fly up to 30 minutes after sunset, flying into the dusk is
to be discouraged. The BBAC expects all balloons to be landed before sunset, and earlier if possible.
It is worth remembering that in the reduced visibility after sunset it is very difficult to spot powerlines
and other hazards.
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2.3

Take-off Site

2.3.1 The direction that a balloon will fly after take-off is an important factor in selecting a take-off
site. The balloon’s track, the direction it is forecast to fly, will be the opposite of the forecast gradient
wind direction. Hence a wind of “340º, 12kts” should cause the balloon to track across the land at
12 knots on a track of 160 degrees, (track can be calculated by adding or subtracting 180 degrees
from the forecast wind direction).
2.3.2 Bearing in mind the direction that the balloon is forecast to fly, a suitable take-off site can be
decided upon to avoid flying over difficult terrain, or for example into the sea! In the normal area of
operations, pilots and crews will already know a number of sites that provide the ideal conditions for
a take-off site, and may already have the landowner’s permission to use them.
2.3.3

2.4

When choosing a new take-off site, a number of factors should be considered.
•

Access - Vehicle access should be as easy as possible, and should under no
circumstances give any possibility of damage when entering, operating in or leaving the
field.

•

Inflation Point - Balloon inflation is best carried out where there is some shelter from
the prevailing surface wind. Safety and public consideration however are overriding
factors in choosing the actual inflation point. Once inflated the balloon should be able to
take-off without danger of collision with downwind obstacles. The balloon should be
capable of inflation without touching obstacles to each side during inflation. A balloon is
a large object and can roll from side to side in some conditions. Inflation should be
carried out as far from dwellings, concentrations of people and animals as possible. The
inflation should also be carried out such that a BBAC Sensitive Area is not breached
during take-off or climb to flying altitude.

•

Permission - If all of the conditions above can be satisfied the landowner’s permission
is required before inflation and take-off can be completed. If the site is to be used
regularly any conditions of use, such as “not Sunday mornings” or
“only balloons of the Loamshire Balloon Group” should be agreed with the landowner.
An agreed statement of conditions should be made in writing and signed by the
landowner and participating pilots or group representatives.

Maps

2.4.1 Once the launch site has been decided upon and the forecast track of the balloon is known the maps
required for the retrieve can be prepared.
2.4.2 Maps used in the UK for retrieve will normally be the Ordnance Survey 1:50000 scale
Landranger series that represent the ground with conventional symbols at a scale where 1 cm
represents 0.5 km. The flying map must also have marked all BBAC Sensitive Areas in the flying
area and statutory aviation information, usually transferred from “Aviation Maps”.
2.4.3 Although most pilots will carry two sets of maps, one for flying and one for the retrieve, a well
organised crew should be prepared to provide their own maps on their own home ground, marked
with the latest information. It is worth highlighting the grid numbers for easy reference.
2.4.4 Maps marked up with the BBAC Sensitive Areas are an advantage for retrieving. Although a
good retrieve can be made using unmarked maps advanced knowledge of where the balloon should
not land, and any height restrictions in flight, will make following the balloon a lot easier.
2.4.5 Increasingly balloons are flying with electronic maps and these are fantastic and have
advantages and dis-advantages compared to paper maps. All the above points apply equally to
electronic maps as well as paper maps, including the addition of BBAC Sensitive Areas and
Statutory Aviation information. In addition, ifre lying on electronic maps, a pilot should have a backup in the form back-up power supply, an alternative device or a paper map. It is currently a
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requirement of the PPL Licence GFT (General Flight Test) for the pilot to demonstrate competence
with paper maps.
2.5

Bringing the Crew Together

2.5.1 Three crew and a pilot are the minimum recommended team for operating a balloon of any size.
2.5.2 Bringing these people together at the right place and time may be the responsibility of the Pilot
or designated Crew Chief of the team.
2.5.3 Arranging to meet somewhere close to, but not on, the designated launch field is the preferred
way of bringing the team together. Reducing the number of vehicles arriving at the launch field will
ensure that there is the minimum of disruption or noise for neighbours and potential damage to the
field. The only vehicle on the field itself should be the balloon retrieve vehicle.
2.6

Emergency Retrieve Number

2.6.1 Even in these days of good radios and mobile telephones, communication can breakdown
during a retrieve. Both Pilot and Crew Chief must have a guaranteed way of communicating with
each other once they are both on the ground. A well-tried method is to designate an Backup Retrieve
Number, which will be answered by a third party who can then pass messages as appropriate.
Balloon fiestas and meetings often provide this service; an individual team flying alone will need to
make this arrangement for each flight.
2.7

Retrieve Book

2.7.1 The Retrieve Crew may need access to detailed information about the flight, the weather, the
pilot and passengers, contact numbers, and emergency and incident control procedures. All of this
information is best kept in a plastic “display folder‟ with about 20 clear plastic display “envelopes‟.
A suggested layout for this folder is at Annexe C. The basic formats suggested can be used within
the envelopes, the information being written in water soluble pen on the envelope surface and
cleaned after each flight. If crewing regularly for a particular balloon some information can be entered
directly on the sheets.
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Section 3: Equipment Layout and Assembly
General : Layout : Bottom End Assembly and Preparation : Envelope Preparation and Attachment.
3.1

General

3.1.1 Assembly of the various components of the „Bottom End‟ (basket, burner, fuel tanks, etc.)
and the „Envelope‟ into a complete balloon will vary according to the Pilot‟s wishes, balloon
type and manufacturer‟s flight manual. What follows is a generic method that should be used
as a basis for gaining experience with different balloons and pilots.

Figure 1 Take-off Site Layout
3.2

Layout

3.2.1 The balloon-towing vehicle should be positioned facing downwind, with the unloading
doors, or unloading doors just beyond the point at which the basket is to be assembled. The
basket should be positioned so that the Inflation Restraint (quick release) can be secured both
to the burner frame and to a tether point. Normally this will be the front of the retrieve vehicle,
which following unloading will be positioned “behind‟ or upwind of the basket. Space needs to
be left for this manoeuvre. The restraint can be attached to a suitable fixed if the pilot can be
certain that the fixed object is strong enough to withstand the applied loads of wind against the
inflated envelope without breaking or sustaining damage. Trees have been used in the past but
this is not recommended as damage can be done to the tree.
3.2.2 The Basket, Fuel Tanks, Burner, Flexible Rigids (uprights), Pole Covers (leg leathers) and
Fan should be unloaded. The vehicle may be moved forward some 10 metres and the envelope,
contained in its bag should be unloaded. (On larger balloons it is common to open the envelope
bag inside the vehicle or trailer and deploy the envelope by driving the vehicle forward.)
3.2.3 The vehicle should now be positioned upwind of the basket such that the restraint can be
attached to a suitable point on the front of the vehicle. Attachment to the front is recommended
since the engine block is the heaviest part of the vehicle and will provide the greatest degree of
security during inflation. Attachment to any part of an empty trailer although often convenient
can lead to some interesting “flying trailer‟ incidents and is to be actively discouraged.
3.3

Bottom End Assembly and Preparation

3.3.1 The basket should be positioned upright, and oriented as it will be in flight. Normally this
means the step hole in one of the longer sides should be orientated in accordance with
instructions in the individual balloon’s Flight Manual.
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3.3.2 If the fuel tanks are not already fitted in the basket this should now be completed. Tanks
are placed in the basket corners, and secured by straps. Two tanks are the minimum required
for flight. The layout of the tanks is unimportant if liquid pilots lights are in use. For vapour pilot
lights at least one Master tank and one Slave are required. A Master Tank has a Pilot Light
vapour off-take valve (normally red) and connection, as well as a liquid off-take valve and
connection for the main burner. A Slave Tank has only a liquid take-off and valve. If a double
burner is to be used two Master tanks will be required.

Figure 2 Flight Tank Layout in Upright Basket
3.3.3 Flight fuel cylinders should always be vertical in flight but will be laid on their sides when
the basket is laid on its side for inflation. It is important that the cylinders used during inflation
are laid the right way up for correct fuel flow. Most flight cylinders will be clearly labelled with a
“This Side Up Sticker” on one side, often inside the top tank guard. In the case of aluminium
“Worthington” cylinders there are two drilled holes in the tank guard, approximately ½” in
diameter, indicating the BOTTOM side when laid down. The LPG fuel used in hot air balloons
is stored in liquid form (Liquid Petroleum Gas) and then vaporised immediately prior to burning
in the balloon burner. A full flight cylinder is filled to approximately 80% full by volume with liquid
and the remaining 20%, above the liquid is occupied with fuel in the gaseous stage. In the case
of Master cylinders this important to enable the vapour outlet access the volume of fuel vapour
above the liquid in the cylinder. In the case of slave cylinders there are 2 variants of these,
straight dip tubes and bent dip tubes. The dip tube is used to draw liquid fuel from the bottom
of the tank right down until the tank is almost empty. A straight dip tube goes to the bottom of
the tank, in the centre of the tank. These are very good at drawing liquid right down to the
bottom when the cylinder is vertical. Bent dip tubes are cranked to one side of the tank to make
them better at drawing liquid right down to the bottom when on their sided. Both types work well
for us in balloons but it is important for us to know which type we are dealing with when we are
rigging because a bent dip tube cylinder installed the wrong way up is likely to feed vapour
when it is on its side during inflation.
If a take has no sticker it is probably a straight dip tube variant and can be installed in any
position but check with the pilot. It may be a bent dip tube cylinder that has lost its sticker!
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3.3.4 The four nylon poles should be fitted to the basket sockets once the tanks are secure.
The burner is placed such that the corner sockets engage on the top of the poles, and the
burner pressure gauges are to the rear, upwind side of the basket. Many Pilots and Crews find
it easier to fit the burner to the poles on the ground and then hoist the poles and burner into
position in the basket sockets.

Figure 3 Karabiner / Burner Frame / Flying Wire Connections
3.3.5 Karabiners that pass through the eyes of the basket cables and the burner corner lugs
secure the burner and poles to the basket. The straight sides of the karabiner should be toward
the centre of the long sides of the burner frame, this will ensure that the loads from the restraint
tether are taken on the straight sides of the karabiner and not on the screw-gate. Some balloon
manufactures us a single flying wire at each corner of the basket which is fitted between the
two plates on the burner frame and the carabiner is then fed through. In all cases referred to
the manufacturers flight manual for the correct way of rigging.
Some pilots prefer to use two carabiners at each corner in the form of a chain. This enables the
top carabiner to be left permanently on the envelope flying wires thus saving some time sorting
the fling wires before each flight. This is perfectly acceptable if supported by the balloons Flight
Manual. The inflation restraint, or tethers when tethering, should always be attached to the
upper carabiner. See diagram in Section 10.
Another variation preferred by some pilots is to introduce a Flight Ring, or Tether Ring, (they
are the same thing) between the two carabiners. This has the advantages of correcting the
orientation of the top carabiner and placing any restraint loads on a forged ring thereby
eliminating any potentially damaging side loads on the carabiner. These rings must be
manufacture approved. Again, this is an acceptable practice if supported by the balloon’s Flight
Manual. See diagram in Section 10.
All the carabiners should be tightened at this point. When tightening a carabiner, they should
be screwed all the way home and then backed-off (un-done) half a turn. This is important. If
screw gates are not backed off then it can be difficult to undo them once load has been applied.
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3.3.6 Fit the padded covers (leg leathers) enclosing the poles, cables and fuel hoses, Start the
zips when fitted at the top and close downwards. Hoses should be routed according to the
Balloon’s Flight Manual. Ensure that there is sufficient slack at the top of the hose for full and
free movement of the burner gimbals. Some makes of balloon have the fuel hoses outside the
covers. Balloons fitted with rotation vents normally have the hoses down the back poles.
3.3.7 The fuel hoses can now be connected to the appropriate tanks. Tanks should be
connected according to the Pilot’s wishes. The Pilot is always responsible for turning on the
fuel.
3.3.8 The Pilot will normally carry out a leak test and a burner test at this point. Immediately
before using any burner, during the test, the Pilot should warn the crew by shouting “Burning”
loudly enough for all the crew and any bystanders to hear. It is good practice for the pilot, or a
designated member of crew, to walk over to any bystanders before the burner test and warn
them that the burners will be noisy. This is particularly true if anyone has small children or
animals with them.
3.3.9 Once the burner test is completed the Pilot will have closed all valves and vented or “burnt
out‟ fuel in all the hoses. The basket should now be placed on its side, the burner downwind,
be careful the burner coils may be hot. Before this manoeuvre is undertaken the Crew Chief
should check with the Pilot that all fuel valves are closed and hoses are vented.
3.3.10 Once the basket is laid on its side the burner should be pointed toward the ground for
safety.
3.3.11 The restraint “V Bridle” should be fitted to the upper karabiners, or flight rings if used,
with the basket laid on its side. The restraint “V‟ bridle” karabiners should be screwed closed,
and them backed off half a turn. The security device of the restraint quick release should be set
and checked. There are several approved makes of Inflation Restraint and whilst fundamentally
the same in operation do differ in detail. Some use a pin with a red streamer others use a
sliding handle that incorporates a secondary lock.
3.4

Envelope Preparation and Attachment

3.4.1 The balloon envelope will have normally been packed away in the envelope bag with the
bag lid flap downwind, positioning the bag in this orientation may assist in unpacking the
envelope without twists.
3.4.2 The flying wires and bottom nomex panels, including the scoop should be removed from
the bag with care. Also ensure that the free ends of the ripline and any control lines are freed
from the envelope bag.
3.4.3 The easiest way to ensure that the flying wires are attached in the correct way, and not
twisted or kinked is to lay out the mouth of the envelope on the bag, spreading the wires “spiders
web‟ style.
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Figure 4 Flying Wire Connections
3.4.4 Flying wires are numbered at the sleeve that protects the attachment between the wire
and the load-tape. The sleeves are often in coloured groups. Some manufacturers colour code
the top and bottom wires (in the inflation position), blue at the top (Blue-Sky) and black at the
bottom (Black-Ground). An 8-wire envelope will have 4 groups of 2 wires, and a 12-wire
envelope will have 4 groups of 3 wires, and so on. The number 1 wire always attaches to the
upper left karabiner viewed from the envelope bag, and is the lowest of its group of wires.
Hence, in a 12-wire configuration, viewed from the envelope bag the wires attach as; upper left
1,12,11 - upper right 10,9,8 - lower right 7,6,5 - lower left 4,3,2.
3.4.5 Attach the lower wires first. Taking them from the “spiders web‟ layout place the wires
between the fingers of one hand and move down the wires to the eyelets. Ensure that the scoop
is outside, beneath, all of the lower wires. Feed the wires in the correct sequence onto the
karabiner. Repeat the process with the upper sets of wires.
3.4.6 Check the attachment of the wires by lifting the upper, innermost wire and following it back
to the sleeve. Lift this sleeve, follow the edge of the balloon mouth to the next sleeve checking
that the wires from the two sleeves are not crossed. Continue the process until the lowest wire
has been checked. Repeat the process on the other side of the mouth. Once this check has
been carried out all four screwgates on the karabiners can be screwed shut, thumb tight and
then moved back one half of a turn to prevent jamming when under load.
3.4.7 The red ripline should be attached to the upper left karabiner, below the number 1 wire,
by its clip. Some pilots like the ripline to be knotted round the burner frame as well as clipped
to the karabiner. Other control lines, and steering vent lines should be attached as the Pilot
directs.
3.4.8

The Pilot or Crew Chief should check:
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•

Vehicle handbrake on and in gear. Keys in ignition.

•

Restraint correctly attached to vehicle or other suitable point.

•

Restraint attached to upper burner karabiners, restraint karabiner screwgates
closed.

•

Flying wires correctly attached and all burner karabiner screwgates closed.

•

Ripline (red) attached to burner karabiner at wire 1.

•

Other control lines attached as required.

Once this has been done the envelope is deployed by walking forward with the
envelope bag, allowing the envelope to spill out of the bag. Larger balloons may be
deployed by driving forward with the bag in the vehicle or trailer, the envelope being
guided out to avoid damage. The envelope bag should be folded and attached to the
basket.
The envelope should not be pulled out of the bag until the Pilot-In-Command has confirmed
that the balloon is correctly restrained and that the envelope is correctly rigged to the basket.
Once out of the bag the envelope legally becomes and aircraft and must be under the control
of a qualified pilot, or other authorised person if undergoing maintenance or inspection.

3.4.9 The envelope fabric should be spread out pulling sideways on the load tapes only. A good
guide to which tapes to pull is to follow the top wire of the bottom set first on each side, followed
by the bottom wire of the upper set on each side. The Crown Line should be deployed
downwind to its full extent. During the layout the envelope should be checked by all crew
members for any form of damage the pilot should be informed of any damage detected. The
envelope bag should be packed away, and normally attached round a pole at the rear of the
basket. Do not attach round a fuel hose.
3.4.10 The balloon is now ready for cold inflation.
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Section 4: Crew Duties and Briefing
General : Crown Line Crew : Mouth Crew : Inflation Fan Crew : Crowd Control : Fire Extinguisher :
Retrieve Briefing.
4.1

General

4.1.1 Before the noise of inflation starts the Pilot should ensure that all members of the crew
are briefed as to their duties.
4.1.2

4.2

Crew members can carry out one or more of the following duties :
•

Crown Line

•

Mouth

•

Inflation Fan

•

Crowd Control

•

Fire Extinguisher

Crown Line Crew

4.2.1 The Crown Line is used to restrain the balloon during inflation. This ensures that the
balloon does not swing about, and does not rise to fast, closing the mouth.
4.2.2 One person is usually sufficient for this task on balloons up to 90,000 cubic feet volume.
In adverse, gusty conditions two people may be used on the crown line with the knowledge of
the Pilot.
4.2.3 During the early part of the cold inflation the crown line crew will assist the Pilot in securing
the Parachute Valve in the top of the envelope. The parachute valve is fixed by centring lines
to the upper part of the envelope. An arrangement of pulleys and a fixed attachment point
enables the parachute valve to be pulled down into the envelope in flight, by the ripline. This
enables hot air to escape from the envelope and will cause a descent of the balloon. To keep
the parachute valve in place during inflation it is secured by “Velcro‟ tabs on the envelope and
parachute valve. The tabs are numbered on the envelope, and numbered at the point at which
the centring lines are attached to the parachute valve, the tabs may also be colour coded. The
two similar numbered tabs should be brought together and sealed. There are often intermediate
tabs between the numbered tabs.
Very large balloons and some smaller balloons are fitted with a Rapid Deflation System (RDS)
operated by a second ripline. There a number of RDS systems around and it is important that
they are rigged correctly. The crew should take directions from the Pilot is asked to get involved
in rigging an RDS system. The normal ripline is usually red & white “candy-stripe, the RDS is
normally solid red. On older balloons that pre-date RDS the ripline is normally red.
4.2.4 As the envelope fills with cold air, the deployment of the load tape web at the crown and
the correct attachment of the crown rope should be checked. The parachute lines should also
be checked to ensure that they are not tangled round the pulley, and that the rip line has not
become disengaged from the pulley.
4.2.5 Hot Inflation Signal - The Pilot will agree with the Crown Crew a signal which can be made
from the basket end of the layout to the Crown Crew. This signal will normally be a “thumbs up‟
from the pilot. A reply from the Crown Crew of “thumbs up‟ will indicate to the pilot that all is
well with the top of the envelope and that hot inflation can commence. Any “thumbs down‟
should be investigated by the Pilot.
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4.2.6

Crown Crew Briefing

Refuse all offers of assistance from onlookers.
Inform the pilot if anything looks wrong at the top of the envelope.
Always stay at the end of the crown line - do not attempt to feed out
the rope.
Do not loop the line around your body or limbs. The most effective
technique is to face the balloon with both hands inside the loop at the
end of the Crown Line. Lean back against the pull of the line. As the
balloon inflates and starts to rise walking in slowly leaning back and
resisting the rise steadily. Pay attention to any instructions that may
be relayed to you from the pilot to pull more or less as needed. This
is a noisy stage of the inflation so pay attention to any shouts or hand
/ arm signals intended for you.
During Hot Inflation - Slowly let the balloon rise until the whole
parachute valve is visible. Then resist any further rise until this is no
longer possible. If the envelope moves from side to side follow the
movement, don’t fight it.
Move forward step by step, under control until the balloon is vertical.
Wait with the crown line slack until the Pilot calls you in.
Clip the crown line to a karabiner on the burner.
Stand by the basket with “weight-on” as directed by the Pilot.
At no time allow yourself to be lifted from the ground - let go first.

4.3

Mouth Crew

4.3.1 Two members of the crew assist the inflation by holding open the mouth of the envelope.
They should stand outside the wires, and by lifting at the wire sleeves create the largest opening
possible. If the lower lip of the envelope is lifted by the fan draft it may be restrained by trapping
the lower wires under a foot, but care should be taken not to become entangled.
4.3.2
The Pilot will indicate to the mouth crew that Hot Inflation is about to start by giving a
“thumbs up‟ to each member of the mouth crew. If happy to proceed with the inflation the mouth
crew will reply with a “thumbs up‟. The Pilot should investigate any contra indication. The Mouth
Crew should watch the pilot throughout the inflation.
4.3.3 During hot inflation mouth crew may move behind the lower, Nomex, fire resistant panels
of the envelope, whilst retaining control of the mouth.
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4.3.4 As the envelope fills first with cold air and then with hot air the mouth crew should pass
the edge of the mouth hand over hand, enabling the mouth the fully deploy and open. Control
should be retained by continuing to hold a convenient wire sleeve. As the envelope rises during
the final phases of hot inflation the mouth crew should allow the envelope to rise under control
until it rises beyond reach.
4.3.5 The mouth crew may be asked by the Pilot to attach the scoop to the downwind
karabiners. The crew should ensure that the Pilot is aware that this is about to be done. The
Pilot should not burn whilst the crew are carrying out the operation.
4.3.6 Once the envelope is upright, and the scoop is secure the mouth crew should stand on
each side of the basket, assisting the restraint of the basket by placing “weight on‟ the rim of
the basket.
4.3.7

Mouth Crew Briefing

Wear full body cover, with clothing and gloves of natural or heat
resistant fibre.
Present the pilot with a fully open envelope mouth, in front of the
burner.
Hold the mouth at the wire / load tape sleeve. If needed trap a lower
wire under a foot. Do not step inside the wires.
Mouth Crew on the Pilots right may need to hold the red ripline slack
away from the burner flame.
As the envelope rises change your grip toward the lower edge of the
mouth. Do not hold onto the scoop, but once the envelope is vertical,
under the pilot’s instruction attach the scoop to the downwind
karabiners.
Assist with the restraint of the basket.
Do not allow yourself to be lifted off the ground - let go first.

4.4

Inflation Fan Crew

4.4.1 The inflation fan is driven by a petrol engine, and rotates at high speed. It is probably the
most dangerous piece of ballooning equipment. A member of the crew must be briefed to
ensure the safe use of the fan. The member of crew may be a dedicated fan crew where
possible, but may combine this task with the of mouth crew (normally the crew to the left of the
Pilot).
4.4.2 The fan crew should check during the equipment layout that there is sufficient fuel in the
engine tank to complete a full inflation.
4.4.3 The fan crew should be familiar with the controls of the fan motor, the ignition switch, fuel
control and throttle, and choke.
4.4.4 The fan should be positioned as required by the pilot, normally on the left of the pilot, level
with the basket top, and about one meter from the basket. The fan should face such that the
airflow created will enter the envelope through the mouth. If there are methods of preventing
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the fan moving such as wheel brakes, or lowered wheels these should be engaged. A fire
extinguisher must be available for immediate use of the fan crew.
4.4.5 The fan should be started when indicated by the Pilot, and run at reduced throttle until the
parachute valve is secure. As indicated by the Pilot the fan should then be run at increased
throttle to fill the envelope with cold air. Fans are designed to sit at the correct angle to inflate
the balloon, it should NEVER be necessary, and is potentially unsafe, to tilt the fan whist it is
running.
4.4.6 The fan should be run at high throttle during the initial phase of the hot inflation, and then
at the speed the Pilot dictates until the Pilot gives the (previously agreed) signal to switch of the
fan. The fan should not be stopped before the Pilots signal except in emergency.
4.4.7 The fan controls should be returned to normal travelling state, (ignition off, fuel off, choke
engaged). The fan should then be cleared from the immediate area, alongside the vehicle or
trailer is a good safe place. The fan should never be moved when running.
4.4.8

Fan Crew Briefing

Ensure that you are familiar with the fan controls.
Ensure that there is a fire extinguisher easily available to you.
Agree a set of hand signals with the pilot for, “Hot inflation about to
start‟ ; “Reduce fan speed‟ ; “Stop fan and clear fan from area‟.
Direct the output from the fan into the mouth.

If you see any problems signal to the pilot and crew. If there is a major
problem cut the fan and take action.
Return the controls to travelling state and place the fan in a safe place
once the fan is finished with during inflation.
4.5

Crowd Control

4.5.1 Balloons create a great deal of interest and a crowd will often assemble to watch a balloon
inflation and take-off. Civil Aviation Authority rules state that only persons directly involved with
a balloon, the Pilot and Crew, should be near the balloon during preparation, inflation and takeoff. An indicated safe distance from all elements of the balloon for the public is 20 metres.
4.5.2 Where possible a member of crew should be briefed to be responsible for crowd control.
If no specific crew member is available the Crew Chief should combine this duty with others.
4.5.3 At the start of the layout ask people to stay away from the balloon equipment. Ask the
crowd to remove equipment, such as pushchairs and bicycles to the safe distance.
4.5.4 The interesting part of the balloon is the basket area and this is where most crowds will
gather. Do not ignore the rest of the area however, regular movement round the balloon, as
part of the inflation checks should ensure that the crowd is kept to a safe distance.
4.5.5 One surprisingly simple but effective way of keeping the crowd back is to lay a spare tether
rope in a circle from the front wheels of the restraint vehicle, round the basket and under the
envelope about 10 metres up the envelope. Once asked not to step over the rope most people
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will respect the request. This method does of course require preparation during the layout,
before the envelope is laid out.
4.5.6 Where possible crew should wear team shirts, ballooning shirts or other recognisable
clothing identifying them as crew. Again, reasonable members of the public will recognise the
crew and not impede the progress of the inflation and take-off.
4.6

Fire Extinguisher

4.6.1 At least one fire extinguisher should be available in the area of the fan and basket during
inflation.
4.6.2 One member of crew may be designated as the fire extinguisher operator. All members
of crew should be familiar with the controls and use of the extinguisher(s).
4.6.3 Fire extinguisher crew should remain in the area of the basket during inflation and react
as required to any fire situations.
4.7

Retrieve Briefing

4.7.1

The Pilot should give the Crew Chief a Retrieve Briefing. This brief should cover •

Expected track of the flight.

•

Expected duration of the flight.

•

Any planned intermediate landings or flight exercises.

•

Contact mobile telephone numbers of Pilot and Crew Chief (where appropriate).

•

Emergency Retrieve Telephone Number.

•

Radio channels to be used

•

Any special instructions regarding routes or driving conditions.

4.7.2 The Retrieve Briefing is often best given before the noise and activity of the inflation starts.
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Section 5: Inflation
Cold Inflation, Hot Inflation
5.1

Cold Inflation

5.1.1

The Pilot or Crew Chief should again check:
•

Vehicle: handbrake on and in gear. Keys in ignition.

Restraint attached to

vehicle or other suitable point.
•

Restraint attached to upper burner karabiners, restraint karabiner screwgates
closed.

•

Flying wires correctly attached and all burner karabiner screwgates closed.

•

Ripline (red) attached to burner karabiner at wire 1.

•

Other control lines attached as required.

5.1.2 Crew Briefing - The Pilot should tell all crew that cold inflation is about to start. The crew
should take the positions for inflation as they have been briefed. If radios are to be used for the
flight, a Radio Check for communication between the balloon and the retrieve vehicle should
be carried out at this point, before the noise of the inflation starts. (see Annexe D for Radio
Procedure)
5.1.3 The Pilot assisted by the crew will continue to check that the envelope is filling with cold
air and that all attachments and controls remain ready for hot inflation and flight.
5.2

Hot Inflation

5.2.1

The pilot assisted by the Crew Chief if required should make the following checks:
•

Vehicle handbrake on and in gear. Keys in ignition.

•

Restraint attached to vehicle or other suitable point.

•

Restraint attached to upper burner karabiners, restraint karabiners screwgates closed.

•

Flying wires correctly attached and all burner karabiner screwgates closed.

•

Riplines (red and/or red candy stripe) attached to burner karabiner at wire 1.

•

Other control lines attached as required.
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Figure 5: Inflation - Sequence of Events
5.2.2 The Pilot should signal to the Crown Crew that Hot Inflation is about to start and should
receive a “thumbs up‟ from the Crown Crew. Similar signals should also be exchanged between
the Pilot and Mouth Crew before hot inflation is started.
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5.2.3 All crew members should carry out the tasks they have been briefed for during the hot
inflation. Once the balloon is upright all crew should assist the Pilot in preparations for take-off
by placing “weight on‟ the basket. The Pilot should complete all pre-take-off checks and brief
any passengers. The balloon is then ready for take-off.
5.2.4 Where radios are being used a second radio check between balloon and retrieve should
form part of the Pilots pre-take-off checks.
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Section 6: Take-off and Post Take-off
Take-off : Post take-off
6.1

Take-off

6.1.1 The Pilot will normally ensure that the balloon is buoyant and ready to fly whilst the crew
steady the basket. The Pilot will remove the safety pin from the restraint quick release and ask
for “weight off‟, the Pilot may ask for “weight on‟ again repeating the “off‟ and “on‟ until the
balloon is buoyant. If the pilot calls “weight off, stand clear‟ Crew should step away from the
basket and raise their hands so the Pilot can see them. Crew members should ensure that they
are clear of the restraint and quick release during take-off.
6.1.2 In congested take-off sites, in company with other balloons, a member of crew, normally
the Crew Chief, will stand well clear of the balloon in a position where the airspace immediately
above the balloon can be seen. This member of the crew should indicate to the Pilot when a
take-off will be safe, and that no other balloons are passing immediately over the balloon. This
is best done by maintaining a “thumbs down‟ signal changing only to “thumbs up‟ when a safe
take-off can be completed. At large balloon meets there are often “launch-masters‟ who will
perform this task.
6.2

Post take-off

6.2.1 The Crew Chief should note the time of take-off. The Crew Chief now assumes
responsibility for the retrieve crew.
6.2.2 All equipment should be packed away in the vehicle or trailer, and secured for movement.
Any Flight cylinders should be secured upright.
6.2.3 Retrieve crew members should be assigned duties of Driver, Navigator, and Radio
Operator.
6.2.4 The Crew Chief should inspect the take-off site to ensure that all equipment has been
loaded and that no damage has been caused.
6.2.5 When possible a compass bearing on the balloon should be taken after a few minutes.
This will give an indication of the balloon’s Track, and will greatly assist in the early moments
of the retrieve.
6.2.6 The retrieve vehicle should then be directed out of the take-off site, respecting all
Landowner Relation rules as appropriate.
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Section 7: Retrieve
General : Following the Balloon : Incident Control : Making Contact : Landowner Relations :
Retrieve Entry to the Landing Field : Packing up the Balloon : Post Flight Landowner
Relations
7.1

General

7.1.1

If flying a balloon is a science then carrying out the retrieve is undoubtedly an art!

7.1.2 The basic principle of a retrieve is, of course, to follow the balloon, and under ideal
circumstances to be at the landing site as the balloon lands. Balloons fly almost straight tracks
in normal weather conditions, there will be slight variations according to flying altitude, but in
general the flight path will not vary from a general track direction. UK country road systems do
not follow such simple rules. On average a retrieve will travel some 4 to 6 times as far as the
balloon during a retrieve. This means of course that the retrieve will also travel much faster than
the balloon.
7.1.3 Navigation for the retrieve is a skilled task, involving navigating the vehicle, and plotting
the course and predicted course of the balloon.
7.1.4 Many navigators read the road ahead out to the driver, much as rally navigators do. The
navigator needs to be sure at all times of the vehicle position, using any information from the
map to verify the position. When informing the driver of the balloons position the navigator can
use the clock method, where 12 o’clock is directly ahead and 9 o’clock is to the left. Giving an
estimated distance and altitude will also assist in detecting the balloon.
7.1.5 The actual map reading carried out by the navigator should be methodical and of course
accurate. It is often a good idea to mark the map with a soft pencil, ringing road junctions as
the retrieve goes through them, and marking confirmed balloon positions with a cross. A time
noted against balloon positions will assist in calculating the balloon’s airspeed.
7.1.6 Good teamwork between the navigator and driver should ensure the safe passage of the
retrieve. Decide on direction at junctions before the junction, not on it. Park well off the road,
clear of other traffic, drive at moderate speeds, in particular on country roads. The retrieve is
just as capable of upsetting the local people by bad driving as the Pilot may be by bad flying.
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7.2

Following the Balloon

Figure 6 Retrieve - Choice of Routes
7.2.1 Remember other road users will find the sight of the balloon a novelty, and may drive in
an unpredictable manner, the driver needs to take extra care when in traffic.
7.2.2 There is a simple choice to be made, follow the balloon as closely as possible using all
available roads, or predict the balloon’s track and use more major roads to get ahead to the
expected point of landing. (Basic map reading techniques are detailed in Annexe E).
7.2.3 The method used is often a personal preference, dictated also by the expected speed of
flight and the nature of the country and road system.
7.2.4 During slow flights it is often possible to keep up with the balloon, and in effect remain
underneath for the whole flight. Under these circumstances the retrieve will often witness the
landing and be able to start the process of obtaining the landowners permission to complete
the retrieve by entering the landing field.
7.2.5 During faster flights or in difficult country it is often better to predict the balloons flight track,
and by finding a linear road the balloon should cross, moving quickly ahead to that feature. If it
is possible to stop in a safe place giving a view of the approaching balloon it may be possible
to predict where the balloon will cross the feature move the retrieve directly to that point. A
series of such manoeuvres will give a confirmed track for the balloon and will make each step
of the retrieve easier.
7.2.6 Unless that balloon is seen landing the most difficult part of the retrieve is immediately
after landing. Where possible the Pilot will have given a landing warning such as “Landing in 2
minutes”, and may have been able to indicate an OS Grid square or indication such as “2
Kilometres West of Loamville” for the landing. If such warnings are given the retrieve should
approach the indicated area and wait. It is very tempting to dash about the countryside looking
for the balloon, but this is seldom productive save in additional practise in trailer backing and
manoeuvring.
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7.3

Incident Control

7.3.1 Unfortunately in very rare circumstances, during the flight, some form of incident may
happen to the balloon, retrieve, or concerning the land over which the balloon has flown.
7.3.2 Such incidents can be very stressful unless an agreed strategy has been put into place.
This strategy will involve the availability of information, contact telephone numbers and standard
procedures. Notes on Incident Control are at Annexe F.
7.4

Making Contact

7.4.1 The Pilot will attempt to make contact with the retrieve as soon as the balloon is secure
and safe following the landing. Air band radios are not designed to work ground to ground and
therefore may not be the best method of contact. Air-band radios are for the safe operation of
aircraft and not intended for long discussions about the coming landing or retrieves. All users
of air-band radios need an operator’s licence, “Flight Radio Telephony Operators Licence”
(FRTOL). Air-band radios are also expensive. Many balloons now carry 2 radios, an air-band
radio in the balloon to talk to other aircraft and air Traffic Control and a second cheaper, licence
free “business” radio with a duplicate in the retrieve vehicle. As a general rule the Retrieve Crew
should not be using air-band radios, although it perfectly legal to listen in providing the user has
a FRTOL. No-such restrictions apply to business radios but users should remember that there
a limited number of channels shared between a number of users. At large Balloon Meets there
may be a number of balloon teams using the same radio channels. Constant retrieve “chatter‟
on the radio is unprofessional and may be a danger to other balloons still airborne. Mobile
phones are a secure method of communication, but must not be used in flight. The use of the
Emergency Retrieve Number system will ensure contact between retrieve and balloon.
Electronic maps, shared locations, dropping electronic pins or tracking are all technologies that
are gaining use in ballooning.
7.4.2
The minimum message to be passed should be of the nature “Landed at Grid
123456, approach from the South East”. Where the contact may be difficult a rendezvous may
be designated a little way from the landing point. A member of the flight crew should then walk
out to that point in order to brief the retrieve. This procedure prevents unnecessary driving about
in an area, which is likely to be owned by the same landowner as the landing field.
7.4.3 The retrieve may be able to ask local spectators about the balloons flight and landing, but
beware they are not used to seeing balloons and may badly out on their estimates of direction
of flight and landing places.
7.4.4 In close country, or where the balloon is out of sight of the road, a marker placed at the
access gate to the landing field can be of assistance to the retrieve. Markers may be a small
flag, competition streamer, or a passenger and in clear view from each approach direction A
fuel tank placed in the gateway is not a good idea, it may not be there when you return to
retrieve it!
7.5

Landowner Relations

(See Annexe G for details of the BBAC Code of Conduct)
7.5.1 No vehicle and no persons additional to the flight crew should enter the landing field
without the landowner’s permission. The next task of the retrieve is therefore to obtain this
permission. Some pilots elect to travel with the retrieve to carry out this task.
7.5.2 Local spectators may be able to indicate the landowner’s name and location, failing this a
call at the most local farm or house may provide the same information.
7.5.3 Face to face meetings are preferable with landowners, but in the case of remote
landowners a phone call may be sufficient. Needless to say, all instructions given by the
landowner should be obeyed to the letter. The majority of landowners are very helpful
suggesting the right way to approach the field and other “lie of the land‟ information.
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7.5.4 It should be remembered that the “no vehicles on the land without permission‟ rule applies
to farmyards and drives as much as fields. Sweeping down the drive unannounced, or turning
the trailer in the farmyard will not endear you to the landowner, in particular at the end of early
morning flights. In all cases put yourself in their shoes, what would you think?
7.6

Retrieve entry to the Landing Field

7.6.1 Where the balloon can be seen from the entry gate the retrieve should drive to the balloon
using the edges of the field until at the closest point to the balloon. No other vehicle or person
should enter the field. Drawing the retrieve vehicle up to the balloon some 2 metres away and
alongside the basket will make loading easy and will prevent unnecessary driving around in the
field. Where the balloon cannot be seen from the gate a member of the flight crew should guide
the retrieve from the entry gate.
7.6.2 When permission for vehicle entry cannot be obtained or is denied the balloon will be
“carried out‟. The retrieve vehicle should be positioned in a safe location close to the landing
field gate or other access point. A member of crew should remain with the vehicle. All other
members of the crew should assist in packing up and carrying out the components of the
balloon. Spectators should be discouraged from entering the field and “helping‟.
7.7

Packing up the Balloon

7.7.1 Now that the balloon and crew are together the Pilot assumes responsibility for the whole
crew and it’s actions.
7.7.2 The first priority is to pack up all of the balloon equipment and leave the field in a safe,
professional and quick manner. When passengers are present and not required to assist with
the packing up they should leave the field and get into the passenger retrieve vehicle. This is
not the time or place for post flight celebrations, or storytelling.
7.7.3 Packing up is the direct reverse of the layout and assembly. Before starting the Pilot or
Crew Chief should check that the fuel is turned off at the tanks and that the fuel lines have been
vented.
7.7.4 The crown line should be recovered and coiled at the crown of the balloon. If the landing
has resulted in a “drag landing‟ the crown line may still be attached to a karabiner on the burner
frame, the line being underneath the spread envelope. Unclip the crown line and free it from
the envelope by lifting the fabric clear. Do not attempt to pull the crown line free as this can
damage the envelope. If the crown line is damp it can be put into a plastic carrier bag, inside
the envelope bag, to prevent the damp spreading to the fabric. If this is done and the balloon is
then stored for some time the crown line needs to be released to dry out. Some pilots prefer to
remove a wet crown line and store it separately, just be sure it does not get lost.
7.7.5 The envelope should be lifted with care to form a fabric “sausage‟ downwind from the
basket. It may be necessary to expel the air from the envelope by carefully crawling up the
sausage, keeping feet off the fabric, from basket to crown. Safety of the fabric is of course vital
here if the nature of the ground, or for example stubble from an old crop may damage the
envelope it is better to squeeze the air out between the knees, or under one arm, and hence off
the ground.
7.7.6 The envelope can now be packed away in the envelope bag using any method favoured
by the Pilot. Flying wires should only be detached from the basket only when the majority of the
envelope is in the bag. Flying wires should be placed on top of the lower Nomex panels of the
envelope according to the Pilots instructions and covered by the scoop before the bag “lid‟ is
placed over the envelope and the envelope bag secured.
7.7.7 The basket should be de-rigged in the upright position each item of equipment being
packed away as required and placed where appropriate back in the basket.
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7.7.8 All equipment is then loaded in the vehicle or trailer. A final inspection of the site is made
by the Pilot or Crew Chief and the retrieve departs the field, leaving all gates as found.
7.8

Post Flight Landowner Relations

7.8.1 Where no Landowner contact has been possible and a “carry out‟ performed, details of
the balloon, pilot, time and place of landing should be left at the landowners farm, house or
office.
7.8.2 Where permission has been given it is courteous to call quickly on the landowner,
explaining that the balloon is now clear of their land and thanking them again for the
cooperation. In many areas of the UK it is traditional to leave the Landowner a small “Thank
You” gift. A bottle of (decent) wine is rarely refused and hopefully leaves a favourable
impression of Balloonists.
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Section 8: Refuelling
Properties of Liquid Petroleum Gas : Storage and Handling : Refuelling Procedures :
Emergency Procedures

8.1

•

Only re-fuel if you have been trained to do so. There are a number of different
storage and refuelling methods. Always ask if you are not familiar with a particular
set up.

•

If you have not refuelled from 104s or using a hand pump, electric pump or gravity
always ask.

•

If you are refuelling at a new site always ask how the owner wants things done.
The tank owner will take the view that you are acting safely, not that you do not
know what you are doing: “I have not re-fuelled here before can you please explain
how you prefer it to be done”

Properties of Liquid Petroleum Gas

There are a number of Liquid Petroleum Gases (LPG) but Propane is the one most normally
used as fuel for balloons.
8.1.1 Propane is highly inflammable, even in small quantities, when mixed with air. A proportion
of some 2% to 10% of propane in a propane and air mixture is flammable. Atmospheres
containing over 10% Propane can be explosive.
8.1.2 Propane is colourless as a gas, but will be seen as a liquid white spray when vented from
a fuel tank. In the natural state propane is odourless, for this reason an odour is mixed with the
gas to aid the detection of leaks.
8.1.3 Propane is almost one and one-half times heavier than air. For this reason, any free gas
will collect in containers, hollows in the ground and for example in drains.
8.1.4 Liquid propane can cause severe cold burns when in contact with the skin and can
damage the eyes. When propane is changing from a liquid to a gas there is a sharp drop in
temperature which causes cold burns on the skin. This drop in temperature can also cause
water vapour to freeze inside an open valve blocking it open.
8.1.5 Propane is stored as a liquid under low pressure. The gas “boils off” when this pressure
is released. Propane at 20 degrees Celsius is at a pressure of some 100 pounds per square
inch. When released one volume of liquid propane will form some 270 volumes of propane gas.
8.2

Storage and Handling

8.2.1 Propane for ballooning will be supplied or stored in a bulk tank, in 47kg supply cylinders
(“104s‟) or in balloon fuel tanks. The following sections deal with the handling of tanks or
cylinders, bulk tanks should be installed and used in accordance with the supplier’s
recommendations. All cylinders, vehicles or trailers used for transporting LPG cylinders and all
storage areas should be signed with LPG hazard and “No Smoking‟ signs.
8.2.2 It is recommended that the number of cylinders or tanks stored should be kept to a
minimum. No more than 4 flight tanks should be stored together.
8.2.3 Cylinders should always be stored in a well-ventilated area, and away from drains and
hollows in which any escaped propane could collect. Cylinders should be stored at least 4
meters from all sources of ignition such as electrical appliances, switchboards and naked
flames. They should not be stored with other combustible fuels or where the cylinder will be
exposed to excessive heat.
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8.2.4 When moving cylinders treat them with respect. Larger cylinders may need two people to
carry them. When LPG cylinders are transported in vehicles or trailers they should be secured
to prevent movement. Cylinders should, whenever possible, be secured upright as the pressure
relief valves only work correctly when in vapour. All vehicles or trailers used to transport LPG
cylinders should be equipped with low level vents that allow the escape of any leakage,
preventing a build-up into a potentially explosive mixture.
8.2.5 If a cylinder or flight tank is found to be leaking and the leak cannot be prevented the
cylinder should be removed to an open area, away from public and thoroughfares. Warning
notices “ Leaking gas - no naked flames or smoking‟ should be erected in the area and the
cylinder supervised until all gas has been vented. The cylinder should then be returned to the
supplier, or authorised repair station.
8.2.6 When fitting fuel or refuelling hoses ensure that all mating surfaces are undamaged, and
clean of dirt or grease. After connecting hoses check for leaks by feel, smell and sound.
Confirmation of a leak can be made using soapy water or a proprietary bubble spray. Don’t look
for leaks in the dark with a naked flame!
8.2.7 The most effective way to fight a propane fire is to turn off any source of liquid or vapour.
If this is not possible then a dry powder (blue), or BCF (green) fire extinguisher should be used
to extinguish the flames, the source of the vapour or liquid gas being turned off as soon as
possible once the flames are extinguished.
8.3

Refuelling Procedures

8.3.1 Choose a well-ventilated refuelling area, where any vapour or gas can disperse readily
and where the sounds of refuelling will not disturb neighbours. Remember that on still days the
vapour or gas may remain in the area for some time after refuelling has been completed. Grass
or earth sites are preferred. Hard or gravel surfaces bring a chance of sparks being created
from footwear or metal equipment with the resultant ignition risk.
8.3.2 Ensure that the minimum number of crew is in the area of the refuelling and that other
persons are well clear of potential hazards. Ensure that where practical “LPG‟ and “No
Smoking‟ signs are erected.
8.3.3 Crew involved in refuelling should wear clothing that covers arms and legs, and wear stout
gloves. Thick rubber gloves are preferred. The wearing of goggles is also recommended. All
pockets should be checked for matches, mobile phones and radios, which could cause ignition
of escaped propane.
8.3.4

Ensure that a suitable fire extinguisher is available, dry powder (blue) or BCF (green).
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Figure 7 Refuelling – using 47 kg vapour take-off cylinders
8.3.5 If 47kg, cylinders are being used to refuel the flight tanks the type of cylinder being used
must be determined. 47kg cylinders, are normally supplied with a vapour only take-off valve. If
the 47kg cylinder has a vapour take it must be inverted to obtain liquid. Such inversion should
be carried out with care and the cylinder secured at an angle of about 45 degrees in order to
trap any solid residues (often rust particles) in the shoulder of the cylinder and to give access
to the valve.
8.3.6 It is recommended that flight tanks be removed from the basket for refuelling. This
prevents any possible hazards from accumulated propane in the basket, vehicle or trailer, and
isolates each tank from the others. Where removal is not possible the flight tanks must be
attached to an earthing lead (a crocodile clip attached to an electrical lead in its turn attached
to a metal spike firmly driven into the ground). Venting tubes long enough to discharge over the
basket top and clear of the vehicle or trailer should be attached to the flight tank bleed screws.
Only one tank should be re-fuelled or vented at a time. The person controlling the re-fuelling
should NEVER be inside the basket during refuelling. They should remain outside the basket
and lean in to operate any valves. This is so they can retreat quickly in the event of a leak or
fire.
8.3.7

Refuelling should follow the following procedure -

Ensure that both supply and flight tank valves are closed.
Connect refuelling hose to flight tank and supply cylinder (if a bulk
tank is being used the tank hose should be connected to the flight
tank).
Open the supply cylinder or bulk tank valve.
Check for leaks.
Open the flight tank valve.
Check again for leaks, feel or listen to the supply hose to check that
liquid propane is flowing into the flight tank.
Open the bleed screw valve on the flight tank.
Watch the flight tank contents gauge to check the filling and to see
when the tank is almost full.
Watch for a squirt of liquid propane from the bleed screw valve,
indicating that the tank is full. Immediately close the flight tank valve.
Close the bleed screw valve.
Close the supply cylinder or bulk tank valve.
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Disconnect the flight tank from the supply hose.
“Pop‟ the self-sealing valve on the flight tank, with a non-metallic
object. “Pop” the self-sealing valve on the supply hose.
(This will release the small amount of propane inside the valve and will prevent sticking or ruptured
valves if the propane expands if the temperature rises)
8.3.8 If refuelling is being undertaken by a single crew member only one flight tank should be
refuelled at a time. This ensures that any emergency can be dealt with quickly and effectively.
Wherever possible it is better to refuel with assistance.
8.3.9 When a refuelling hose has been used ensure that it is vented of all propane before being
stored.
8.3.10 When refuelling is complete all flight tank valves and bleed valves should be checked as
off and the flight tanks secured in the basket, vehicle or trailer, upright for transportation.
8.4

Emergency Procedures

8.4.1 In the event of a fire attempt to extinguish the fire by turning off the propane source first.
If this is not possible then extinguish with a fire extinguisher but note that the leak may well be
present and an explosive mixture will begin to form again.
8.4.2 If a fire cannot be extinguished in less than 30 seconds evacuate the area to a minimum
safe distance of 75 metres.
8.4.3 Notify the Fire Brigade, ensuring that they understand that this is a propane fire and other
cylinders may be involved.
8.4.4 When flight tanks become heated they will vent propane vapour or liquid through the
pressure relief valve in a very large jet of propane / flame. The valve may reset but will open
again when the relief pressure is reached.
8.4.5 Any flight tank or cylinder involved in a fire must be marked, and not used until it has been
returned to the manufacturer or authorised repair agent for inspection.
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Section 9: Post Flight
9.1.1 The ideal circumstance is to leave all of the balloon equipment ready for the next flight.
9.1.2 Crews should assist the Pilot in packing the balloon away in the vehicle or trailer, checking
and securing all equipment.
9.1.3

The fan fuel and oil states should be checked and replenished as required.

9.1.4
Crew members keeping a Crew Logbook for the Crew Qualification Scheme, or for
personal interest, should enter the details of the flight in the logbook and ask the Pilot to initial
the entry.
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Section 10: Tethering
General : Display Tether : Close Tether : Inflation : Safety
10.1.1 There are three ways that a balloon may be tethered, during a normal take-off using the
quick release, a close tether where the basket does not leave the ground, often used during
night glows, and a full display or pilot training tether.
10.1.2 As with all balloon operations the final decisions regarding tethering are the Pilots.
Balloons are not certified for tether operations in winds of over 15 knots. The nature of a tether
means that winds of less than 15 knots that contain significant gusts will exceed the safe tether
limits. Read the individual balloon’s Flight Manual as it may have different (lower) maximum
wind speeds. This is particularly true for larger balloons and special shapes.
10.1.3 The quick release tether is only used during a normal take-off and should never be used
to replace other tether equipment.

Figure 8 Tether Karabiner and Tether Ring Layouts
10.1.4 All tether equipment, ropes and karabiners should be checked regularly by the crew
during a tether. Crowd control is an important Crew task, watch out for spectators standing
close, or even astride tether ropes.
10.2

Display Tether

10.2.1 The main tethering loads should be taken on a wire “V‟ bridle attached to the upwind
karabiners, opposite the scoop. In order to isolate the burner frame from the additional forces
of the tether either additional karabiners are placed between the burner frame karabiners and
the flying wires, or tether rings (also known as flight rings) are placed between the two sets of
karabiners. This results in a burner frame, karabiner, tether ring, karabiner, flying wire
sequence.
10.2.2 Tether ropes of at least 4 tonnes breaking strain are attached to the single point of the
“V‟ bridle by means of a 5 tonne karabiner (some manufacturers normal flying karabiners are
rated at 2.5 tonnes, some are rated at 5 tonnes). Loops in tether ropes should be formed using
the bowline knot. It is possible to untie a bowline without effort even when the rope has been
subject to considerable stress.
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Figure 9 Bowline and Bowline on a Bight Knots
10.2.3 The upwind tether ropes should be attached to fixed tether points. The ideal tether points
are heavy vehicles. They can be positioned exactly where the pilot wants them and they are a
known quantity. Large trees can be used but care must be taken not to damage them and
permission must be gained from their owner before use. There is some flexibility in the selection
of tether points but posts, railings, bollards, gateposts and other “man made‟ objects should not
be used. The permission of the keeper, owner or driver of a vehicle is of course required. It is
better if the driver remains with the vehicle during the tether. Light cars should only be used for
balloons of less than 56000 cubic feet volume.

Figure 10 Tether layout - The Tether Triangle
10.2.4 The placement of the upwind tether points and ropes is designed to limit the movement
of the balloon in the horizontal and vertical plane. The lengths of the ropes should be such that
at full stretch they retain the balloon clear of any person, vehicle or structure (not being used
during the tether) and will remain at a height of less than 90 feet.
10.2.5 A third tether rope, the downwind control rope, should be attached using a second “V‟
bridle, to both downwind carabiners. The downwind tether rope will be used to control the height
of the balloon, and in light winds can be used to control horizontal movement. Although in light
winds the downwind rope may remain slack it must be secured to a tether point in the same
way as the other tether ropes. Attachment to the front of a suitable vehicle will enable, by moving
the vehicle, the maximum height of the tether to be controlled.
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10.3

Close Tether

10.3.1 A close tether is performed when the balloon is to be restrained with the basket on the
ground at all times. The normal quick release should be replaced with a length of tether rope,
and a “V‟ bridle connected to the “upwind‟ carabiners on the burner frame. The length of the
tether rope should be sufficient to enable a normal inflation and may be shortened once the
balloon is inflated to retain the basket on the ground. Close tethers are often performed using
the retrieve vehicle as the upwind anchor and using two separate points on the vehicle for the
two upwind ropes.
A downwind anchor, with a rope long enough for the downwind anchor (another vehicle) to be
clear of the envelope should also be used. This is to prevent any swirling gusts of wind “backwinding the balloon and forcing the basket to hit the upwind anchor vehicle with all the risks of
damage. In large night-glows it is common and accepted practice for balloons to share a vehicle
for downwind anchor.
10.4

Inflation

10.4.1 The balloon should be laid out and all tether ropes attached before inflation. It may be
convenient to attach the tether ropes with the basket in its tether ground position, and upright
before the envelope is attached as normal.
10.4.2 It is expected that the balloon will be inflated with all tether ropes and anchors in place
and secure.
10.4.3 The balloon in a tether is capable of flight and should be prepared for flight with all the
required equipment for flight. This way if the very worst happens, and the tethers break, the
balloon can be flown safely away.
10.5

Safety

10.5.1 Crew and passenger safety is of particular concerns during tethers. The normal golden
rules apply -

Do not allow yourself to be lifted off the ground
No rope or control line attached to the balloon should be placed round
the body or limbs.
Additional rules for tethers are Watch the balloon at all times if inside the “tether triangle‟
Never stand directly under the basket.
Do not stand on or step over the tether lines
Non-crew members should be escorted when inside the tether
“triangle‟
10.5.2 The pilot remains responsible for the whole operation, but should be actively assisted by
the Crew Chief. There is a temptation for “too many cooks‟ during a tether, ensure that the lines
of communication are understood and used correctly.
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Section 11: Emergencies
11.1 Types of Emergencies
This is the last section of this manual, but probably one of the most important. What people do when
an emergency occurs, and often how quickly they act can often make the difference between a
“near-miss” and a very serious incident. This is particularly true when aircraft (balloons) and
flammable gases are involved.
We can only move quickly, decisively and effectively when an un-planned event occurs if we know
what to do, when to do it and are confident in our actions. This comes through knowledge and
training.
When we go out to fly a balloon we thing about weather, maps, planning, rigging and all the other
things we need to have an enjoyable and safe flight. We rarely think about “what if…” It is therefore
very important that we step back and think about the un-thinkable, an emergency.
What are the types of emergency we could face when operation a balloon? They include:•
•
•
•
•

A road traffic collision involving the retrieve vehicle.
Fire, on the ground or in the air
A medical emergency with the pilot, crew, passengers or retrieve crew.
An equipment failure of the balloon
A collision involving the balloon in flight for example with a tree or power line during take-off
or landing

As part of their training all pilots are trained to deal with emergencies and practice what to do if one
occurs. However, the pilot is only one member of the crew, he (or she) may not be the best placed
to deal with the emergency, may not be immediately aware of it or may even be incapacitated by
being involved in it. Every member of the crew needs to be competent and confident to contribute
to dealing with and emergency.
Additionally, an emergency can occur to the balloon whist in flight and the retrieve crew can
contribute to its mitigation even if they are not in direct communication and an emergency could
occur with the retrieve during the flight and un-known to the pilot and passengers.
The best way to learn and train for emergencies is to practice our response. The best way for a crew
to train for emergencies is to practice emergency responses as a crew. But how many of us do?
There are often opportunities to practice, and teach new or less experienced crew members, when
we are together and don’t fly, perhaps because we have called a flight off because of weather
(possibly on the launch field), because of weather, when we are at a balloon meet and have time
during the day or perhaps at a club night.
11.2 Road Traffic Collision involving the Retrieve Vehicle.
In the event of a road traffic collision involving the retrieve vehicle all the normal protocols and
procedures required in such a collision should be observed. In addition, the following should be
observed: •

Don’t forget that the retrieve vehicle (or trailer) is likely to be carrying flammable gasses
(propane) and petrol in the fan and fuel can for the fan. Make sure that these do not leak or
catch fire.

•

Contact the pilot, by radio or mobile ‘phone and advise him (of her) that the retrieve is out
of action. Do not expect the pilot to contribute to sorting out the collision until after the flight
is concluded, his (or her) priority is the safe operation of the aircraft. The pilot may chose to
cut-short the flight to help the retrieve crew but the over-riding priority for the pilot is the safe
operation of the aircraft (balloon).
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•

Sort out the collision as soon as possible, or arrange alternative help and recovery for the
balloon on landing.

11.3.1 Fire on the ground.
If you spot any fire on the ground make sure everyone knows about it! Shout “Fire, Fire, Fire”
immediately, loudly and point at the fire. Continue until you are satisfied that everyone knows or the
pilot tells you that the situation is under control. Don’t assume that others (including the pilot) has
seen what you have seen.
Shut of the source of the fuel if you can do so safely.
Get a fire extinguisher in your hand and ready to operate immediately. Fight the fire with the fire
extinguisher when instructed by the pilot, or sooner if necessary, IF IT IS SAFE TO DO SO.
Fight the fire for a maximum of 30 seconds (or as instructed by the Flight Manual). After this time
get yourself and everyone else a safe distance from the fire. Remember a small propane fire can
become a huge fire-ball or explosion very quickly. A safe distance is likely to be 100 yards away or
more.
Call the emergency services by dialling 999 even if you think the fire is out.
Administer First Aid to anyone injured and seek medical help by dialling 999.
Follow the instructions in the Flight Manual to deal with any equipment damaged by fire.
11.3.2 Fire in the Air
At first though one may think that there is little that a retrieve on the ground can do to help with a fire
in the air. This is not true. At the vey least you can be at the landing point with fire extinguishers and
fire blankets at the ready and call the emergency services by dialling 999 giving them as much
information as possible about the incident and likely landing place.
Talk to the pilot by radio or mobile ‘phone if they are free to talk.
If the Fire Brigade and Ambulance are called leave crew members at the point you leave the road
and any other point necessary to direct the emergency services into the landing site.
If you have an air-band radio available use the Emergency Frequency and put out a MayDay call.
This will attract a quicker, and more comprehensive response, than a 99 call. You will be dealing
with people who understand aircraft and aircraft emergencies.
A mayday call may result in an Air Ambulance meeting the balloon on landing. Be prepared to assist
particularly in securing the balloon envelope against the down-draft from a landing helicopter.

11.3.3 Medical Emergency
A medical emergency in the air is the same as a medical emergency on the ground, in that you
should get expert help as fast as possible. Dial 999 and use the Airband radio emergency frequency
and call MayDay. Direct the emergency services to the likely landing site.
Remember that the Pilot’s first responsibility is to fly the balloon safely and they will likely be trying
to land as quickly as possible. Don’t interfere with the Pilot’s concentration with un-necessary radio
calls at this busy and stressful time.
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Get to the landing site as soon as possible to give assistance with the casualty, the aircraft (balloon)
and in directing the emergency services to the landing site.
A mayday call may result in an Air Ambulance meeting the balloon on landing. Be prepared to assist
particularly in securing the balloon envelope against the down-draft from a landing helicopter.

11.4.1

Equipment Failure of the Balloon – on the ground

Any crew member noticing something wrong with the balloon should always tell the pilot immediately,
don’t assume that the pilot has seen what you have seen.
If an emergency situation develops during inflation the pilot will normally “rip-out” and deflate the
balloon. If the pilot is incapacitated in the emergency, or gives instructions to do so, the crew member
nearest the rip-line should deflate by pulling on the rip-line and holding it. Do not release it until the
balloon is fully deflated.
11.4.2 Equipment Failure of the Balloon - in Flight
Any crew member noticing something wrong with the balloon in flight should always tell the pilot
immediately by radio, mobile ‘phone or shouting as appropriate.Don’t assume that the pilot has seen
what you have seen.
If the situation develops into a major emergency the crew should try to be at the (emergency) landing
site to supply assistance and summon emergency servies, if needed, well in advance. The crew
chief should designate crew memebers to assist the emergency services in gaining access to the
landing site as needed.
11.5.1 Collision between the Balloon and a fixed object - for example a tree
As always, the priority is people and their safety. If the balloon becomes entangled in a tree or other
fixed object the priority is getting people to safety. Remember the pilot is in command unless
incapacitated and incapable of exercising that command.
If the basket is suspended above the ground the safest place for the pilot and passengers is probably
in the basket and to wait until help, probably from the Fire and Rescue Services, arrives. People
should be discouraged from attempting to jump or climb down from the basket, this is un-likely to
end well.
11.5.2 Collision between the Balloon and a fixed object - power lines
If the balloon becomes entangled in power-line or on power poles all of the above under “collision
between the balloon and a fixed object remains true. There is also the much greater danger,
electricity. Electricity can KILL, it can also melt metallic objects for example flying wires or fuel tanks
and cause FIRES or EXPLOSIONS.
There are a lot of different voltages carried in overhead wires ranging from 415 volts to 400,000 volts
(Super-grid). ANY AND ALL OFF THESE VOLTAGES CAN AND WILL KILL PEOPLE. The higher
the voltage the greater the distance the electricity can “jump” (arc) from the conductor to an earth,
which may be a person. The higher voltages on Grid & Super-Grid circuits can arc several metres
in dry conditions and further in damp conditions. All live conductors should be given a very wide
berth!
NEVER assume a conductor is dead after a contact even if it appears so or is severed. Electricity
distribution circuits are usually “ring circuits” that is, they are fed from both ends. Most electricity
distribution circuits have automatic overload protection. That is if they draw excess current, for
example because of a “short circuit” earthing one of the conductors, they “trip-out”, that is switch off
the current. After a brief interval, usually seconds, they will “re-set” that is switch back on again
automatically. This is usually repeatedly several times automatically. If the system fails to re-set
automatically then a fault is logged at the distribution control centre. A human will then get involved
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and there may be repeated manual attempts to re-establish supply over the coming minutes or hours
before someone is dispatched to investigate “in the field”. This all means that even if a damaged
conductor appears to be dead it is likely to become live again at any time. Authorised electricity
workers will only touch a cable if they can see a viable safety earth cable attached to it.
In the event of a contact with power lines it is imperative that the electricity distribution company be
contacted urgently. The emergency numbers for all the different companies are published on the
internet (This would be useful information to include in your retrieve book). IF IN DOUBT AND IN
THE FIRST INSTANCE DIAL 999 and report the contact. Stress that people are involved and give
the operator as much information as possible, particularly the location. Even if the operator tells you
that the power is off do not touch any conductors and keep everyone away. There is no guarantee,
at this stage, that the circuit is securely isolated and indeed no guarantee that they have got the right
circuit.
If people are in the basket suspended from wires or poles, NEVER attempt to climb down a rope (or
ladder), or lower anything to the ground. This rope, or the people themselves, may form a “short
circuit” or “earth circuit” resulting in electrocution. Stay in the basket and await rescue from
specialists.
Under these circumstances the best things the retrieve crew can do are:•
•
•

Organise specialist help from Emergency Services and direct then into the site
Keep everyone, including onlookers, and people trying to help, away from the conductors
Keep everyone calm.
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Section 12: Further Options for Crew
Crewing as part of a balloon team is a journey with no end. There are always opportunities to learn
more and to increase ones understanding and enjoyment of our wonderful sport. Some of areas we
can learn more are specialist to ballooning and some are shared with other area of life, for example
they can include: •

Trailer towing and licence. This can be persued through some BBAC regions or through
independent specialist driving instructors, may of whom will provide a vehicle and trailer for
training and testing.

•

Land Owner Relations. The retrieve crew are often the first people to meet the Landowner.
These BBAC courses (1 day) help us all to understand the Landowners perspective and
points of view and to understand better the (changing) use of the land. These courses are
run by the BBAC, regularly and throughout the UK. They are cheap and good fun with no
pressure to pass exams at the end!

•

First Aid. This speaks for itself, it does not need to be a specialised Balloon Pilots course,
although these are very good. Any First Aid training is beneficial from dealing with cuts from
barbed wire to major incidents.

•

Fire Fighting. Fighting a real fire is very different to reading the instructions and holding a
fire extinguisher! A good practical training course is always well worthwhile, again it does no
have to be a specialist Balloon Pilots training course, but these are very good.

•

Flight Radio Telephony Operators Licence. If you want to use an airband radio these
licences are a legal requirement. If you need to talk to Air Traffic Control you will need to
know their procedures. So if you want to use an airband radio you should complete this
course and pass the tests. The courses are usually completed in one day (with pre-course
reading) or over a number of evening classes. They are often conducted at small regional
airfields throughout the UK.

Appendices to BBAC Crew Training Scheme
(Available on BBAC Web Site – Free to BBAC Members)
Appendix A BBAC Crew Training Scheme
Appendix B Meteorology (Met) Form
Appendix C Retrieve Book
Appendix D Radio Procedure
Appendix E Map Reading
Appendix F Incident Management
Appendix G BBAC Code of Conduct
Appendix H Acknowledgements

END OF BBAC CREW TRAINING MANUAL
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